1. Logistics Processes and Systems Designing

The aim of the logistics processes and systems design is to draft such a logistics system in the pre-implementation phase which could meet all the necessary technical (optimum use of resources, high level of provided services, system flexibility, high transparency, etc.) as well as economic (return of investments, logistics costs, productivity, etc.) parameters without additional adjustments and interventions into the real system in the phase of its implementation and operation [2 and 3].

The current pressure on fast innovations in the factory means higher demands on logistics systems designing from the point of view of the laboriousness reduction, time and costs consumption for implementation of the entire designing process and increase of quality, complexity and information ability of outputs generated from the process [4].

Due to the above mentioned reasons it is possible to summarize the basic designing process requirements:
• Quick draft of new solutions.
• Observance of the system approaches when designing.
• Designing of logistics systems as a part of the digital factory concept.
• Interactive design of a new logistics system.
• A possibility of a running inspection and evaluation of the proposed solution variants.
• Application of the optimization approaches in the individual stages of the logistics system draft.
• Suitable visualization and presentation of the designing outputs.

• A possibility of dynamic verification of the proposed solution [2].

General procedures of logistics system designing include the following stages (Fig. 1):
1. Preparation, processing and analyzing of the input data.
2. Material flow analysis and transport performances calculation.
3. Analysis of existing means.
4. Processing of the logistics system variants – a static draft of the system.

1.1. Preparation, Processing and Analyzing of the Input Data

The basic information source for the designing is mainly a database from the technical preparation of the production. The data for logistics system designing has to include information about:
• Products (P - Product), which will be manipulated, transported and stored in the logistics system (products types, bills of materials, material consumption standards, construction parameters, physical characteristics of the individual items, etc.).
• Quantities (Q - Quantity), which will be manipulated, transported and stored in the logistics system (overall quantities of transport, time progress of the requirements –
seasonality, irregularity, transport, storage and manipulation units, etc.).

- **Routings** (R - Routing) of the individual items in the production and circulation (production procedures, assembly procedures, transportation relations, etc.).
- **Supporting services** (S - Supporting Services) necessary for the logistics activities implementation (maintenance and modernization of the logistics devices, quality management, packaging, etc.).
- **Time** (T - Time) periods of the individual activities in the logistics processes (loading and unloading time, transport time, preparation times, stock operations time, etc.) [4].

1.2. Material Flow Analysis and Transport Performances Calculation

The aim of this stage is a detailed analysis of the input data collected in the previous step and the analysis can provide the information about the current state of the logistics system, requirements for the parameters design and dimensioning of the future logistics system [4 and 5].

The base of the analysis is transported material items and their movements in the logistics or production system [2, 3 and 6].

From the range of products analysis of the transported parts point of view great emphasis is put on the use of tools which enable to analyze all items and to sort them into smaller subgroups (families) for which the common elements or subsystems of logistics system can be designed. The most often used tools are:

- Classification of material items on the basis of construction similarity (shape, dimensions, material, etc.).
- P – Q analysis: classification of the material items on the basis of transported volumes.
- P – P analysis: classification of the material items on the basis of their influence on the overall value flow.
- P – G analysis: classification of the material items on the basis of weight [7].

From the material flows point of view we examine quantitative (intensity of a material flow) and qualitative (movement direction, movement routes) aspect of a material flow. Methods and tools used for the analysis and optimization of the material flow can be divided into the following groups:

- Recording methods: progress lists, a where from – where to table.
- Graphical methods: line scheme, spaghetti diagram, Sankey diagram.
- Optimization methods (analytic, heuristic, metaheuristic): linear and dynamic programming, triangle method, CRAFT, CORELAP, ALDEP, and the like [8].

A synthetic indicator resulting from the analysis of transported parts and their movement is a calculation of transport performances and transport costs:

$$ p = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{m} f_{ij} * d_{ij}, \quad (1) $$

**Fig. 1 General procedure of the logistics system designing [2]**
of the individual transport devices, a draft of transport routes, a definition of loading and unloading sites, location of storage facilities, etc. The system topology itself is affected by results of an analysis of the transported range of products and material flows and by the selected suitable methods of transport, manipulation and storage.

2. Static dimensioning of material flow elements: it represents a stage of capacity dimensioning of a logistics system, a selection of specific types of transport, manipulation and storage means and definition of their parameters (bearing capacity, dimensions, speed, loading and unloading time) and a calculation of the overall need of the individual types of devices used in the logistics system is implemented for the proposed topology of a logistics system.

3. Interconnection of the system with the environment: the designed logistics system has to be effectively interconnected to the previous and subsequent factory processes. Due to this fact great emphasis is in the project of a logistics system draft put on the designing of input and output places of the logistics system. The aim is to create such a way of passing and receiving of material items between the system and its environment so that laboriousness and times of waiting for material are reduced.

4. A control system draft: whereas the previous three steps deal with the draft of a part of the logistics system as for the physical material flow, the last step consists of a draft of information flows in the logistics system which includes collection, processing, storing (logistic record keeping) and use of information in the processes of planning and controlling of logistics processing. The control system draft is a key part of the logistics system draft because the organization factors have the greatest influence on the logistics processes progress; the technical parameters are of significantly lower importance [2 and 6].

1.5. Computer Simulation – Dynamic Dimensioning of the Material Flow Components

On the basis of the proposed concept of the logistics system it is important to implement the dynamic evaluation of system performance in the final stage of the logistics system project and complete the proposed logistics project in detail. It is possible to implement the analysis from the physical rules and sensors signals point of view (e.g. simulation of the dependency of transport time and changes of speed caused by events on the transport route – an obstacle on the route, loading/unloading of material, reduced speed of a logistics element, etc.) as well as the analysis based on the change of system condition in a form of a discrete or connected event-oriented simulation [10 and 11]. The verification enables not only to define an optimum number of logistics means but also to check the performance
in emergency situation which can be a malfunction of a part of a production line, a malfunction in the preparation supermarket, blocking of the logistics means by an obstacle or verification for how long it is possible to put one or more trucks out of operation because of planned or unplanned maintenance. Compared to the static calculation it provides more relevant information and it is also possible, by means of visualization, to familiarize with the functions of a given system before the implementation itself. It saves not only time but also costs linked with the problem solution in the situation of real production use. Besides standard problem types we encounter the problems related to specific conditions of use in a form of crossroads or cooperation of several types of logistics means. The result is a debugged system, which meets all the necessary requirements with predefined possible critical areas [2 and 9].

In case of need it is possible to check the entire material flow, to find the basic information like running production time, average unfinished production or to define the size of input, output or intermediate operation storage. Considering the use of theoretical classification of likelihood and simulated malfunctions, idle times and changing of production type or consecutiveness of the individual production processes it is possible to gain the real results, which correspond with the performance of the real production system [2 and 9].

2. Examples of Use of the Computer Simulation in the Logistics System Designing

A simulation application when solving the problems of logistics system draft will be demonstrated on an example from industrial practice. It concerns a draft and dimensioning of logistics system supply of production workplaces by necessary material inputs.

2.1 Problem Description

The production process is implemented in one production hall and the logistics process is ensured through an automated guided vehicle (AGV) system. Material is transported to the individual workplaces in defined sequences from the entrance storehouse. Material is located in box pallets which are transported to the place of need by an AGV towing unit in specialized C-frames (manipulation platforms), see Fig. 2.
• Testing of changes in the transport system and their impact on production/assembly system.
• Testing of various goods supply systems (direct supplying on request, transport circuits and the like) and their assessment.
• Assessment of changes in transport devices types and their capacities on system.
• Testing of changes in priorities of transport tasks and their impact on the system’s ability to provide the necessary tasks.
• Monitoring of the influence of crossroads and transport junctions solutions on the utilization of transport devices.
• Testing of impact of the transport devices failure on the material supply.
• Assessment of impact of loading/unloading processes at input/output on the amount of transport devices waiting for loading / unloading.

Storing is also a part of logistics processes, which represents a point of contact of transport and production/assembly tasks. The simulation is primarily aimed at collection of statistical data and their visualization so it can quickly and simply evaluate various influences on the size related level of storehouses like:
• Influence on planning and different priority rules of tasks on the intermediate operation storehouses.

2.3. Dynamic Simulation of the Designed System

Dynamic simulation is used for detailed verification of drafts when designing production, assembly and logistics processes. An advantage of the dynamic simulation is modeling and implementation of dynamics into the designed processes and a possibility to examine the influence of mutual interaction of the individual elements of the designed systems. From the logistics system draft and optimization point of view it is primarily applied in the following areas:

Fig. 3 Example of the transport system draft using the CEIT Table software
simulation experiments. A graph of material supply performance in the individual workplaces of a line is pictured in Fig. 5. This parameter was monitored while making a decision about the optimum number of trucks used in the designed transport system.

Results of the individual simulation experiments are depicted in Table 1 and Fig. 6. The results show that the target criterion was met only in case of simulation experiments number 10 and 22. The remaining results are not satisfying due to unsuitable average utilization of the production system workplaces. The unsatisfactory simulation results were in most of simulation experiments caused by blockage in the first workplace.

In the solution of the presented problem a software tool Plant Simulation from SIEMENS was used for the purposes of dynamic simulation. The simulation model of the proposed logistics system is pictured in Fig. 4.

The following input parameters of the model, which can be modified during the implementation of individual simulation runs, were defined within the testing of the individual variants of workplaces supplying by material items:

- Products processing cycle.
- Vehicle combination speed on flat surface.
- Vehicle combination speed in on bends.
- Number of vehicle combinations on the individual circuits.
- Drive time/accidental stopover time ratio (stopovers due to obstacle on the road).
- Average time of an accidental stopover.

The aim of the simulation is to design and dimension the logistics system in terms of capacity so that it can fulfill the basic function of non-stop supplying of workplaces by means of necessary inputs and at the same time to ensure the optimum utilization of the transport system.

The simulation software Plant Simulation provides both graphic and data outputs when evaluating the individual simulation experiments. A graph of material supply performance in the individual workplaces of a line is pictured in Fig. 5. This parameter was monitored while making a decision about the optimum number of trucks used in the designed transport system.

Fig. 4 Simulation model of the logistics system created in the environment of the Plant Simulation software

Fig. 5 Graph of material supply performance in the workplaces

The following input parameters of the model, which can be modified during the implementation of individual simulation runs, were defined within the testing of the individual variants of workplaces supplying by material items:

- Products processing cycle.
- Vehicle combination speed on flat surface.
- Vehicle combination speed in on bends.
- Number of vehicle combinations on the individual circuits.
- Drive time/accidental stopover time ratio (stopovers due to obstacle on the road).
- Average time of an accidental stopover.

The aim of the simulation is to design and dimension the logistics system in terms of capacity so that it can fulfill the basic function of non-stop supplying of workplaces by means of necessary inputs and at the same time to ensure the optimum utilization of the transport system.

The simulation software Plant Simulation provides both graphic and data outputs when evaluating the individual simulation experiments. A graph of material supply performance in the individual workplaces of a line is pictured in Fig. 5. This parameter was monitored while making a decision about the optimum number of trucks used in the designed transport system.

Results of the individual simulation experiments are depicted in Table 1 and Fig. 6. The results show that the target criterion was met only in case of simulation experiments number 10 and 22. The remaining results are not satisfying due to unsuitable average utilization of the production system workplaces. The unsatisfactory simulation results were in most of simulation experiments caused by blockage in the first workplace.
3. Conclusion

Computer simulation currently represents an important designing and optimization tool of logistics processes and systems. Its main advantage lies in a possibility, in case of a correct construction of a simulation model and after its verification and validation, to simulate with a very high accuracy the behavior of a logistics system in real conditions. The individual simulation experiments are used for modeling of various situations and scenarios, which can occur in reality and enable to assess their impact on achievement of target indicators of the designed system. Computer simulation is, therefore, a very important tool when implementing “what-if” analyses, which are a part and parcel of the conceptual and detailed designing of production, assembly and logistics systems. This is the reason why computer simulation currently forms an integral part of digital factory and PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) concept of software solutions.
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